DATA SHEET: VelocityCE

Don’t Let a Slow-Performing Web Browser
Limit the Productivity of Your Mobile Workers.
With Ivanti VelocityCE, powered by Wavelink, you gain a secure enterprise browser designed for
mobile operating systems. Unlike web browsers that were designed for desktops, then forced to fit
into mobile operating systems, VelocityCE offers a true enterprise mobile- oriented experience,
including the speed and rapid-development capabilities you depend on. Now you can build powerful,
productivity-enabling applications, easily incorporating data capture technologies such as barcode
scanning, while delivering performance that allows mobile workers to get more done, faster.

Mobile apps that work faster
Desktop browsers suffer from slow responsiveness and
screen rendering when placed onto mobile devices.
VelocityCE enables your workers to navigate task work
flows faster than traditional browser-based applications—
thanks to faster, middleware-based application rendering.

Develop data capture applications easily
Data capture technologies like barcode scanning and RFID
can be added to applications in less time, and without the
need for specialized coding knowledge. With VelocityCE,
there is no need to install a “data-wedge” to use or configure
barcode-scanning devices.

Start right where you left off
Workers don’t have to re-start applications or re-enter data
when a mobile device shuts off, loses connectivity, or even
loses battery power. VelocityCE enables session
persistence that brings workers right to where they can
resume their work, and allows them to toggle between
sessions.

Compatible with your host system
Modifying your host application to enable mobility isn’t
necessary. VelocityCE enables client-side mobilization of all
leading Supply Chain Management software, including
Manhattan, Oracle WMS, High Jump, Descartes, SAP, JDA,
Red Prairie, and more.
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Implement functionality that allows workers
to do more
Enhance the user interface and improve application
formatting of host applications with CSS injections, or use
JavaScript injections to extend the capabilities of the mobile
app.

Ensure productivity with lockdown capability
Keep your workers focused on the task at hand by
preventing access to undesired applications. Hide web
addresses as well as navigation and start bars.

Device-tailored user experience
Take full advantage of the features offered in your chosen
mobile device with device-specific VelocityCE clients.
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